
Why   I   Choose   Not   To   Succeed! 
Is   there   a   better   way? 

Version   2.31 
 

You might be saying,  “I do not make the choice to not            
succeed. Why did someone send me this link? This         
kind   of   ticks   me   off.” 
 

All we have to say is . . . “Chill out, maybe they did it as a joke.”                  
Seriously if you got defensive and upset about getting this white           
paper then it probably does show that you unknowingly are actually           
choosing   not   to   succeed   in   some   area   of   your   life. 
 

Actually . . . we all are in that place so welcome to             
the world of  “If the truth hurts . . .          
it   probably   was   meant   to.”  
 

Have you ever wondered, at times, why some        
people seem to really choose to fail? Have        
you ever seen others make the same poor        
choice over and over again and again,       
seemingly obvious to the consequences of      
the   choices   being   made? 

 
 

While there are many reasons for      
this, we have worked to simplify      
the process to help us to learn       
why this happens and how to      
prevent it in our lives and the lives        
of   others. 
 

If you would like a complimentary      
interview / gift coaching session     
please call the person who     
passed this white paper along to      
you or you can call toll free       
888.230.2300 or outside the US     
you   can   call   630.393.9909.  
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Our   Definition   Of   Success 
The complete pursuit (heart, mind, soul, spirit and body) of our Life            
Vision   i.e.   the   reason   God   put   has   put   on   this   planet.  
 
What   is   YOUR   Definition   Of   Success? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bottom line to success . . .  “We MUST realize that we are not able to                
solve our biggest challenges where we currently reside mentally,         
emotionally, financially, spiritually, relationally, etc. We MUST learn to         
think in a very different way than we currently think to move ourselves             
to   the   next   dimension.” 
 
Pay   It   Forward   .   .   .   pass   it   along   -    www.TheVisionProject.net/CS7_03.htm 
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The first step is to identify someone, anyone, it could be us, who             
has   failed   a   number   of   times,   maybe   even   in   a   similar   area.  
 
Name   of   Person   -   _____________________________ 
 
Major   areas   of   failure   are: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To simplify this let’s bring it down to the simplest failure that we all tend to                
make at times. We say we will do something and then we don’t OR we               
“know”   we   should   do   something   but   then   do   not   do   it. 
 
This could be as it relates to how we eat, exercise, spend money, invest our               
time,   connect   with   people   or   any   other   area   of   our   life. 
 
What   are   the   three   major   reasons   for   the   following   .   .   . 
“We say we will do something and then we don’t OR we “know” we should               
do   something   but   then   do   not   do   it.” 
 
1.   We   do   not   know   the   true   cost   of   not   following   through. 
2.   We   do   not   know   the   true   benefit   of   following   through. 
3. We do not know how to follow through with what we say we will do with                 

our   current   level   of   resources   -  
5   T’s   -   Time,   Talents,   Treasure,   Trust   and   Truth 
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Dear   Reader, 
  

This white paper is one of a number of white papers designed to assist people               

from around the world to achieve their full potential in every area of their lives, i.e.                

their   Ultimate   Life. 

 

These white papers are free of charge and written from various members within             

The Vision Project. The purpose of the  www.TheVisionProject.net is to help           

individuals, all around the world, discover their own personal Life Vision and then             

to plug all of our life visions together to make the world a better place to live for                  

everyone. 

 

There are a number of other white papers which compliment this white paper             

which can be found at  http://TheVisionProject.net/FreeStuff.htm . The more we         

SEE / DO and UNDERSTAND the more money we will earn, the less hours we               

will work, the less stress we will have and the greater life balance we will have in                 

every   area   of   our   lives. 
  

 

We   trust   you   will   benefit   from   what   is   shared   and   share   this   with   others. 
  
 

Sincerely,  
Life   Masteries   Institute 
www.TheVisionProject.net 
888.789.7878  
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Each   personality   type   will   tend   to   have   strengths   which   turn   into   weaknesses.  
Each personality can be prideful, which believes it or not, will lead to             
defensiveness   and   once   defensiveness   is   present   all   learning   stops.  
 

 
 
The more we learn about personalities, the more we learn about           
ourselves and how we are often the person, we think we see in others.              
Meaning . . . “We often project ourselves onto others and whatever            
we’re thinking of them is really what is true in ourselves. When we             
embrace this we start to learn to see things in us that we could never               
see   before.”  
 
More   information   on   Personalities   .   .   .  
         -   Videos   on   Personalities   -    http://TheVisionProject.net/People_1.html 
         -   More   Information   -    http://Personalitymasteries.com/ 
         -   Certification   -    http://thevisionproject.net/Personality_Masteries.htm 
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Let’s say . . . bottom line, that we fail due to            
NOT   THINKING   in   the   best   way.  
 
This white paper will challenge our thinking       
and   may   even   tick   us   off   at   times.  
 
Relax . . . it’s not 100% true, 100% of the time. Take             
whatever % of truth there is to you as this time and grow             
from it. Let’s give this a try . . . Do you agree that “If we                
get angry about something someone says about us, there         
is often much more truth to what they are saying than we            
would   like   to   agree   with?”  
  

“Think   in   a   different   way   than 
what   we   think   now.” 

  

I don’t know if you fully buy into this, but truth is truth and              
over time, I believe, if we seek the truth we will find it and              
“The   truth   will   set   us   free.” 
 
What’s interesting is how very hard it is to think in a different way than               
what we think now. IT IS NOT EASY! IT IS VERY HARD! It is all               
worth   it   as   we   pursue   the   journey   of   having   “The   Ultimate   Life.”  
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This white paper is all about helping each and everyone of us, and those around               
us, to have “The Ultimate Life” and the steps need to obtain that life. Actually . . .                  
there is a very strong argument, that few would refute, that it’s impossible to have               
The   Ultimate   Life   if   those   around   us   are   not   also   experiencing   the   same   thing. 
 

We will work very hard in this white paper to share with you concrete,              
absolute things you MUST do, in order to build your Ultimate Life. We             
will use the special symbol on the left, to show when something            
“MUST” be done. What I have found, in life, is that there is almost              
always   a   short   term   sacrifice   to   gain   the   long   term   benefit. 

 
Our first assignment is to take ask ourselves . . . “Did we find other people who                 
continued   to   fail   or   did   we   identify   ourselves?”  
 
If you identified someone else, then, well . . . congratulations, you’re a human being. :-)                
We all tend to be able to identify “failure” or “issues” with others far sooner than we can                  
identify   it   in   ourselves.  
 
The major challenge with this type of “Thinking” is that it really doesn’t help us when                
other change. It’s alright to identify where others are off as long as we, then turn that                 
same   thing   we   see   into   ourselves   to   discover   where   we   have   or   are   failing.  
 
Goal   Date:   ___/___/____  
 
Actual   Date   Completed:   ___/___/____ 
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I was talking with a new friend of mine the other day and discovered that he like                 
chess. In the years I’ve played chess I probably have only been beaten a handful               
of   times   so   I   believe   I’m   a   pretty   good   chess   player.  
 
Within minutes . . . I realized that I would get killed by this friend. Why? He                 
thought about chess in a totally different dimension than I did. He explained to me               
that a “good” chess player, someone who pretty much beats most of the people              
around   them   were   probably   a   ranking   of   a   500   in   the   chess   ranking   system.  
 
He went on to explain that if one’s ranking is 400 points higher than the person                
you’re playing then you pretty much will get beat all the time. He then casually               
mentioned that his ranking was around 2,100 which puts him at 1,600 points             
higher   than   I   probably   was.  
 
Hmmmm, if you pretty much always get beat with a 400 point difference then he               
would be four times likely to beat me all the time. The only way I could probably                 
beat him would be if he fell asleep and then I cheated . . . but then he would know                    
that.      :-) 
 
You might be asking . . . “What does Chess have to do with ‘Choosing to fail in                  
life?”      Actually   it   has   everything   to   do   with   it. 
 
Think back to high school and the star quarterback. Did that amazing athlete go              
on to be successful in college and then in pro sports? Probably not. Why not?               
There is a natural law call the Dimension Principle and it helps us to understand               
that   we’re   unaware   of   so   many   things   in   pretty   much   every   area   of   life. 
 
Here’s   something   interesting   .   .   . 
If someone asked you to rate yourself from a 1 to 10, with 10 the most, how would                  
you   rate   yourself   in   each   of   the   following? 
                  ____   a.   How   coachable   are   you? 
                  ____   b.   How   strong   of   a   listener   are   you? 
                  ____   c.   How   strong   your   sense   of   urgency   was? 
                  ____   d.   How   driven   are   you? 
                  ____   e.   How   much   energy,   excitement,   and   enthusiasm   to   you   have? 
 
If someone were to say to you that they thought you were coachable at a 1.5,                
listener at a 2, your sense of urgency was a 1, you were driven at a 2.5, and you                   
energy,   excitement   and   enthusiasm   was   a   3,   how   would   you   respond?  
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I remember asking someone over the phone who I had known for only a few               
minutes the above questions and him saying he was coachable at an “8” and I               
“knew”   he   wasn’t.      I   “knew”   he   was   coachable   at   more   like   a   “2.” 
 
I choose not to offer him coaching that day as I knew that he wasn’t ready to grow                  
but couldn’t for the life of me figure out why there was such a gap between where                 
he   thought   he   was   and   I   was,   after   20+   years   of   coaching   was   pretty   sure   he   was. 
 
That’s when it hit me . . . we we’re          
both right! The difference was, that in       
his life, his world, he was an “8” but in          
my world of coaching some pretty      
amazing, smart, successful people, in     
those dimensions he was actually less      
than   a   “2.”  
 
You might ask “How is that possible?”       
and if you do the reason you’re asking        
that question is you probably desire to       
learn and grow. You’re seeking to      
learn to think in a very different way        
than you do currently. That’s good      
news! 
 
See . . . most of us think in the          
dimension we are currently in. A      
small child is all upset that their toy is         
broken. In their dimension that’s a      
huge issue but in the parents dimension it’s not a big deal. When a teenager has                
some challenges the parents often downplay it. Why? In the parents dimension            
that   would   not   be   a   big   deal. 
 
What’s interesting is that when the parent is stressed at work, struggling            
financially, or has some health challenges, they don’t realize that if they were to              
see into another dimension, let’s say the life of a  girl being raped 30 times a day ,                 
from   being   in   the   trafficked,   they   would   gain   perspective.  
  
Einstein said it well,    
where he pointed out    
that we really have    
created the problems   
that we have in our     
lives or at least those     
problems we have will    
only be solved at another dimension and until we learn to jump to that next               
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dimension   we   will   continue   to   have   those   same   problems.  
If   you   answered   “How   would   you   respond   .   .   .”   something   like: 
 

“I would be interested in their thoughts and ask ‘Why they thought that?” you              
would probably be an  “8” in coachability.  You would be ready for a change in               
dimensions.  
  

“If would depend on who was sharing with me.” then you would be roughly              
coachable at a  “5” level . You very well may be in a position to where your pain                 
has not grown to the point where you are forced to change dimensions so you’re               
kind   of   stuck. 
 

“That person doesn’t know me.” then you would probably be closer to a  “2” in               
coachability. At this level, you probably are stuck and if anyone challenges you,             
you will probably become defensive, upset and attack that person. You probably            
will   not   change.  
 

Getting back . . . to the being unaware . . . it seems, that often people learn                  
to accept the pain / problems in their lives and learn how to turn those               
problems   into   energy. 
  

The person who has one disaster in their life after another, they learn to gain               
sympathy from others. The pleasure they gain from the pain is actually more than              
the pain. This type of person has not become aware that it is really their own                
personal choices which are causing my of their disasters and by focusing on             
those   disasters   they   are   actually   inviting   more   disasters   to   visit   their   lives.  
 

The drama queen or king learns that if they get really upset about their own poor /                 
stupid choices that they can feel good about themselves by creating a distraction             
to their own core issue. This type of person is unaware that the drama is like                
morphine and will deaden the pain in the short term but, over time, that pain will                
become   greater.  
 

The negative person actually learns to gain attention i.e. energy from their            
negativity so they continue to do this. This type of person has not become aware               
that they enjoy the negative energy and that negative energy is costing them so              
dearly   in   every   area   of   their   lives.  
 

The defensives person learns that if you become quickly defensive that people will             
tend to back away from pointing out your weaknesses and then that defensive             
person never has to deal with their core issue which is often pride. This type of                
person has not become aware of the depth of personal relationships they can             
have   if   they   took   personal   ownership   rather   than   blaming   others.  
 

The person who is always joking around learns that laughter and making fun of others is                
often the “best” way to deflecting their own miserable failures in life because they have               
not become aware of the increased pain they will have in their life as they get older and                  
don’t   have   the   success   they   know   they   could   have   had   if   they   were   more   aware.  
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Those individuals how are “Know It Alls,” “Think they are better / stronger than              
anyone else,” “all show and now go,” or “deflectors,” at the core of who they are,                
they   aren’t   thinking   in   a   productive   manner   and   it’s   costing   them   dearly. 
 
What these types of people do not realize . . . is that if they were to fix their                   
problems at the core or the heart, rather than on the surface their lives would               
change   forever.  

 
Find the person who irritates you the most probably and will be            
totally honest with what your issues are and then ask that           
person . . . “What would you say some of the biggest problems             
you   see   with   me?” 
 

Goal   Date:   ___/___/____ Actual   Date   Completed:   ___/___/____ 
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What   Is   The   Solution?  
Actually   the   solution   is   much   easier,   at   least   at   the   head   /   knowledge   level 

basis    .   .   .   “It’s   to   take   personal 
ownership.”  
 

If we do not take personal ownership,       
we willingly give up all control to       
others. We become a victim. There      
are a number of lessons on the       
following link that would be helpful.      
http://www.TheVisionProject.net/China.htm 

 
What’s most interesting is . . . “Often        
people who employ the 6 D’s to Defeat        
will often attract others around them      
that   also   do   the   same   thing.”  
 
A Lakota Indian Chief in South Dakota       
share . . .  “We Lakota Indian’s are        
often like crabs in a bucket. When one        
tries to crawl out all the other crabs        
pull them back down.” The Lakota      
Indian reservation in South Dakota is      
the poorest county in the country and       
there a patterns in both success and       
failure.  
 
What’s interesting is the Lakota     
Indians are some of the most      
hospitable people on the planet.     
Why? It seems . . . that often what         
comes with great financial poverty is      
great wealth in personal relationships     
and community . . . but that’s another        
white   paper.      :-) 
 
Taking personal ownership is the magic to success in every          
area   of   our   life! 
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Questions   .   .   .   Call   the   individual   who   passed   this 
white   paper   along   to   you   OR   call   toll   free 

888.230.2300.      Outside   the   US   -   630.393.9909 
 
 

 
What   is   the   biggest   challenge   you   are   facing   in 
any   area   of   your   business? 
http://TheVisionProject.net/BIGGESTChallenge.htm 

 
Life? 
http://TheVisionProject.net/CareerSuccess_BIGGESTChallenge.htm 

 

 
Would   you   like   to   discover   your   Life   Vision? 
www.DNAforSuccess.com/Video-Trailer-Library/Discover-My-Life-Vision 
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We in The Vision Project network refer to truths as Natural           
Laws.  
 
  
 

  

Go through one Career Success six      
minute video a week and share it with        
three   other   people.  
http://www.TheVisionProject.net/CareerSuccess.htm  

  

Goal Date: ___/___/____ Actual Date Completed:       
___/___/____ 

Well   .   .   .   “What   did   you   think?”  
 
Will we take advantage of the lives of others who have gone before us              
and   desire   to   give   those   gifts   to   us? 
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The white paper is a fairly fast and easy read. Following through with the              
specific assignments will take more time and discipline which is really           
where   99%   of   the   value   to   you   will   come   from. 
 

In the last assignment “Must DO” we strongly recommended that you join a             
weekly phone mastermind lunch and learn - Mastermind Seminar group.          
We have found that Mastermind Seminars and Mastermind Partnerships -          
Community / Business Partnership  LIVE Events are some of the easiest and            
fastest   ways   to   start   Profitable   Partnering   with   others. 
 

Check   out   the   following   website   for   additional   information. 
 

                            
 
      -   Map   -    www.Mastermind-Seminars.org/Nationwide-Locations 
      -   Group   Information   -    www.DNAforSuccess.com/Mastermind-Groups 
 
 

Questions   .   .   .   Call   the   individual   who   passed   this 
white   paper   along   to   you   OR   call   toll   free 

888.230.2300.      Outside   the   US   -   630.393.9909 
 
 

 
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/examination/30min-strategy 
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Q&A 
Q1:      Why   is   defensiveness   so   destructive. 
A:            When   we   are   defensive   .   .   .   all   our   learning   stops.      We   become   locked.  
“It   is   counter-intuitive   really…   the   less   we   defend   our   wellbeing,   the   more   well   we   feel.   When   we 
stop   trying   to   protect    me    (at   last)    me    feels   safe   and   without   the   need   for   protection.   We   are 
conditioned   to   believe   that   strength   means   coming   out   on   top   and   winning   the   fight.   But   in   fact, 
real   strength   means   having   the   courage   to   put   our   swords   and   shields   down,   and   to   risk   being 
open   and   un-defended.   When   we   truly   listen   to   another,   without   our    self- story   in   the   way,   we   not 
only   offer   the   greatest   gift   one   can   offer   to   another   human   being,   but   we   get   to   jettison   the 
shackles   of   this   fragile   identity   and   realize   our   true   being…   that   under   all   the   defending,   who   we 
are   is   love   itself,   which   is   indestructible,   and   so   fierce   as   to   need   no   defense   at   all.” 
Nancy   Colier 
  
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/inviting-monkey-tea/201310/how-heal-defensiveness-in-close-relationships 

 
 
Q2:      Why   do   people   spread   rumors   and   share   their   hurt   with   others   rather 
than   be   healed   in   working   things   out   with   the   individual   they   believe   they 
have   been   hurt   by? 
A:            When   we   get   upset,   about   something   someone   says,   it’s   often   /   usually 
because   there   is   far   more   truth   to   what   is   being   shared   than   we   would   like   to 
acknowledge.      The   amiable   and   analytical   frequencies   /   personalities   often   have 
the   hardest   challenge   with   this.      They   are   “very   nice”   but   when   hurt   will   often 
become   bitter   and   become   like   a   poison   to   those   around   them,   creating 
disharmony   and   contention.      They   share   “little   things”   here   and   there   to   draw 
people   into   their   worlds   to   see   things   as   they   see   them   to   take   on   their   cause   / 
hurt   /   weakness   in   the   belief   that   if   many   people   share   their   hurt   it   will   heal   them. 
Actually   .   .   .   it   just   continues   their   hurt.  
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